As individual as they are.
GoLife for Men and GoLife for Women are as unique in shape
and structure as the men and women who wear them.

GoLife gives men and women
the unique fit each one deserves.
GoLife for Men and GoLife for Women are
our first nasal pillows masks to be built
around the unique features of men and
women. The result is a gender-specific fit
that provides tremendous stability.

Simple fitting steps
Pull the headgear over your head.
Place the cushion into your nostrils.

Diffused airflow for quiet exhalation.
GoLife mask frames
and headgear are

Long, multi-directional 18 inch/45.7 cm

designed differently to

tube with 360 degree swivel maintains

fit men and women.

seal during patient movement.

Soft facial contour arms
embrace the face with
stability by hugging the
cheekbones.

Select a cushion that fills your
nostrils comfortably without any
gaps between the cushion and

At first glance it’s clear these two masks share a
common platform, yet they’re quite different. The
most obvious distinctions are the attractive colors that
differentiate GoLife for Men and GoLife for Women.

the walls of your nostrils.
Adjust the side straps.
Do not overtighten.

Self-adjusting, optimally angled nasal pillows
eliminate the need for manual adjustment

But the real beauty is more than skin deep.
A closer look reveals the true design advantages
of each. GoLife for Men is designed specifically to fit
the larger contours of the male facial structure, while
GoLife for Women is developed with a distinctly
smaller frame and headgear to more closely fit
feminine facial dimensions.
The GoLife platform is built around a simple concept
with few parts. The unique soft facial contour arms
gently hug the face to maintain stability and a secure
seal even as the patient moves. Self-adjusting, optimally
angled nasal pillows allow a one-step fit. Comfortable,
straightforward headgear comes in two sizes – one for
men, the other for women.
Compare GoLife for Men and GoLife for Women and
soon you’ll discover the unique fit of GoLife masks.

and provide a seal that’s flexible.

If needed, adjust the top headgear

Ordering information

strap. Allow the headgear to rest

GoLife for Women mask

Part number

U.S. HCPCS code

just above the ears like a pair

FitPack: mask with headgear plus petite, small, and medium cushions

1082577

A7034, A7035

FitPack: mask only plus petite, small, and medium cushions

1082579

A7034

Mask subassembly without cushions or headgear

1082578

*

Connect the tubing to the device.

Mask subassembly (frame only, no swivel tubing)

1082583

N/A

Turn on the airflow. Make final

GoLife for Women headgear

1082581

A7035

GoLife for Men mask

Part number

U.S. HCPCS code

FitPack: mask with headgear plus small, medium, and large cushions

1073114

A7034, A7035

FitPack: mask only plus small, medium, and large cushions

1073329

A70343

To attach a cushion, squeeze the sides

Mask subassembly without cushions or headgear

1073328

*

so it flexes inward. Place the cushion

Mask subassembly (frame only, no swivel tubing)

1078408

N/A

GoLife for Men headgear

1073336

A7035

nub on one end of the cushion into

Replacement parts and accessories

Part number

U.S. HCPCS code

the circle on the frame and repeat

Replacement cushion, petite

1073332

A7033

Replacement cushion, small

1073333

A7033

Replacement cushion, medium

1073334

A7033

Replacement cushion, large

1073335

A7033

Tube management clip, 2 per pack

1073337

N/A

Swivel tubing (18 inch/45.7 cm) with exhalation port

1078407

A7045

of eyeglasses. The back strap
will sit at the base of the head.

adjustments while laying down.

over the tubing so that it rests on the
lower lip of the mask. Push the round

on the other side.
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GoLife for Women has smaller
headgear that sits lower on the
back of the head to prevent
slippage and to help provide a
better fit.

*Requires addition of mask cushion for HCPCS A7034
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